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Helping Urology Practices in enhancing reimbursement by avoiding compliance issues 

 

A medical practice is not just a service that physicians provide various individuals with, it’s also the bread earning 

work that you do to support yourself and your family. Talking about Urology practice, the billing and coding 

undertaking attached to it is a complex and constantly changing process. Urology practices today are faced with the 

need to confront declined payments and increase patient responsibility.  

In order to reduce operational costs and therefore increase profitability, urology offices must tie-up with top-notch 

medical billing and coding organizations. It’s important for these practices to consider issues such as payer 

payment differences, HIPPA guidelines, ICD-10 codes modifications, EHR and EMR compliances and most 

importantly urology medical billing and coding errors.  

In a highly competitive economic environment, outsourcing medicinal billing prerequisite appears like loss of control 

in their work administration. However, in actuality, outsourcing billing to the right organization improves the 

doctor’s control over billing process; it also has additionally been appeared to amplify profits, efficiency, and patient 

fulfillment.  

Here are some real time benefits of letting an offshore entity to undertake your urology billing and coding 

requirement.  

Eliminating Claims Errors  

Depending on expert medical billers and coders not only eliminate errors in billing, but also diminishes loss of 

income related with claim denials. Specialty medical billing service providers are aware of consistent changes in 

medicinal charging prerequisites, making it workable for them to incorporate appropriate modifiers and other 

coding on all claims being handled. A legitimate coding and claims submission consequently drives up income for 

your physicians’ facility.  
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Indeed, even in an impeccable billing condition, denials occur for various reasons. In a usual urology physician’s 

office setting, a denial costs you money because you pay staff extra time to find errors and resubmit claims. Most 

medical billing companies charge a percent of paid claims, so you don't pay extra for work on denied or error 

claims. 

Income cycle gets streamlined  

When charging is done in house, it regularly takes a secondary position to other works. The in-house staff may divide 

the time between claims billing and patient centric duties, such as answering patient calls, and collecting all the 

required information. That implies claims could sit for a considerable length of time before being billed, and denials 

could take months to resolve.  

When you outsource billing capacities, the professional working there doesn’t have to split time and look after the 

different workloads of the physician’s office. They are all certified and dedicated billers and coders that only 

concentrate on your urology practice revenue management, which is their first priority.  

Augmentation in Patient Contentment  

By aligning with offshore urology medical billing company, you free in-house staff up to help patients. Patients who 

are welcomed, spoken and greeted with a smile will probably come back to a practice and also refer others. Quick, 

exact claims processing from a specialist organization is another approach to augment patient contentment.  

Get detailed reports on your facilities financial status  

Medical billing companies provide reports and statuses that let you assess financial health for your medical practice. 

Creating the same level of visibility and reporting through in-house staff can be expensive and take away time 

needed for necessary functions. Being able to understand your financial status, including the amount and number of 

claims pending in various statuses, lets you make smart choices about expansion, purchases, or hiring in your office. 
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